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News

Dining With Spirits

I hope everyone had a wonderful holiday season. Jeff and I really enjoyed having everyone over for the Christmas party.
It was an awesome time of visiting and
having fun.
The New Year is here and that means
new beginnings...a fresh start. We haven’t
even officially started ghost hunting yet
and API already has several investigation
requests. We are in the process of talking
with these people and getting them on the
calendar, so get ready...API is going to hit
the ground running. I will keep everyone
updated on the developments of these new
investigations.
2016 is going to be an awesome year for
API! I can’t wait to see what this year has
in store for us.
www.paranormalbeliever.com

Upcoming Events
API is in the process of setting up new
investigations for 2016. If you know
anyone who has questions or wants us to
come do an investigation at their home or
business, or would like to request a
speaking engagement, please direct them
to our website:
www.paranormalbeliever.com

Scarlett O’Hara’s
St. Augustine, Florida

Deceptively, this place isn’t
full of Southern Belles who
are longing after Ashley
Wilkes, but it does involve an
1800’s love triangle. The legend goes that George Colee
constructed the original
building for his fiancée… who
ran off with a soldier before
he could even finish the
place. A few weeks later,
Colee was found drowned in
the bathtub upstairs. That
floor now hosts the “Ghost
Bar”, where Colee supposedly
hangs out. He routinely
messes with people in the
bathroom, and still splashes
around at night even though
the bathtub is gone. But the
staff thinks there’s at least
one more ghost: This ghost
has caused enough problems
for the downstairs bar that
they placed ropes around the
liquor shelf, just so the bottles would stop crashing to
the floor for no reason.

API Investigation Photos

API Christmas Party 2015
We had so much fun! We even had some ghostly activity during the party. Look at all the colorful orbs in these pictures!
Party goers: Michelle, Jeff, Christian, Carol, Myrna, Beckie,
Alan, Kim, Tammy, Kim, Daniel, Andrea and Mike

Ghost Hunting Basics

SEARCHING FOR GHOSTS: The paper trail
by
Carol Martindale-Taylor

A new ghostly story, a new address, a new client seeking answers and assurances.
Each new case presents Arkansas Paranormal Investigations (API) with a unique set
of circumstances needing an explanation. It’s our job to not only discover who is
haunting our client, but to try to find out why. If Grandma Rose is the suspected unseen guest, our client may be satisfied with photos of a few orbs or the voice recording
of a soft-spoken woman mumbling something unintelligible in the background. Usually our cases are not that straight forward, so in preparation for each investigation,
researching the site and the clients provides us with a range of options beyond
Grandma Rose.
The investigation request form used by API provides the client’s name, address and a
list of the activities being experienced by the applicant. Using their responses as the
starting point for research, there is a set of pre-investigation tools that will help ferret
out the details surrounding a haunting.
Beginning with the street address is the most useful. Searching through county property records may provide not only a physical description of the house, land and outbuildings, but also a list of former property owners and how long each owned the
property. This information may prove to be invaluable, but more about them later.
The property’s address enables you to pull up relevant maps on the internet. These
maps allow you to place the address in a context that may very well have a bearing on
what the client is experiencing. A nearby railroad, stream or lake adds the potential for
water or rail lines to influence paranormal activity, but beyond that, local history may
be exerting its own energy.
Many of our clients reside in the region from Fayetteville north through Springdale
and up to the Missouri state line, an area we refer to as “the vortex of energy.” The
Civil War battlefield at Pea Ridge overlaps with the Trail of Tears northern route, the
Butterfield Stage Route, and a variety of trails used by bushwhackers, jayhawkers and
guerillas active during and after the Civil War. Grandma Rose may be sipping tea with
Major General Earl Van Dorn on his way to fight Union forces at Pea Ridge—or she
may be hiding in the cellar when Buck Brown roars through town.
Unfortunately, there is one kink in finding property records in this part of the country.
Due to 19th Century and early 20th Century buildings generally being wooden, plus the
vagaries of Civil War, many towns burned to the ground which sent their county
courthouses and all records housed within up in smoke. Lost documents mean piecing
together whatever is available, along with considering local oral traditions.
Searching for the names of clients—including those previous owners mentioned earlier—can provide detailed information on both. Court cases turn up, published news
articles can be accessed, and personal information on social media all provide insight
into our client’s frame of mind, not to mention why a particular spirit might be hanging around. However, there are times when even this information is not enough. In
one of our cases, more data might have prevented us from walking into a situation
where the live humans were far scarier than the dead ones.
As seen in the discussion above about the vortex of energy, local history plays a key
role in what is prompting paranormal activity. Given what has happened in that region, it is no wonder a client may be experiencing far more than a visit from a dear
departed relative. The energy created by massive movements of distressed people,
combined with the individual trauma suffered by thousands in their daily efforts just
to survive, has been imprinted on the land.
Researching such history is now easily done by virtue of the internet; however, should
you need a more detailed individual account, a visit to your local library or historical
society will provide a wealth of information found in obscure books written by local
residents, or their personal diaries and papers stored in non-circulating collections.
After all is said and done however, be prepared for the unexpected. In Mary Ann Winkowski’s book When Ghosts Speak (2009), she and James Van Praagh, the wellknown psychic medium, worked a case together in preparation for filming the “Ghost
Whisperer” television show. She found five spirits in the residence they were investigating, and cleared out the first four. The fifth spirit turned out to be one who just
stopped in when he saw all the activity and TV cameras in the neighborhood!
Grandma Rose may have had nosey neighbors.
To conduct your own Northwest Arkansas internet research, try the following:
*Arkansas Studies Institute
*The Encyclopedia of Arkansas History and Culture
*Arkansas Land Records and Deeds
*Search any county for Property Records
*Google or use some other search engine for an address to get real estate information
*Google a name to call up personal information
*Google the Civil War, Trail of Tears, Butterfield Stage, bushwhackers, etc.
*Google a particular town and/or county for its history
*A professional search if you are willing to pay a fee for their use

Haunted Places

Eastern State Penitentiary
Philadelphia, PA
With its looming, gloomy high stone walls, crumbling corridors, and stark cells that
once housed thousands of hard-core criminals, Eastern State Penitentiary certainly
looks haunted. Its 142-year history is full of suicide, madness, disease, murder and
torture, making it easy to imagine the spirits of troubled souls left behind to roam its
abandoned halls.
The harsh punishments used on prisoners are enough to make you shiver even without seeing a ghost. There was the water bath, in which inmates were dunked then
hung out on a wall in winter until ice formed on the skin. The mad chair, which bound
an inmate so tightly that circulation was cut off, later necessitating amputations. The
iron gag, in which an inmate's hands were tied behind the back and strapped to an
iron collar in the mouth, so that any movement caused the tongue to tear and bleed
profusely. And "The Hole," a dank underground cell where unfortunate souls had no
light, no human contact, no exercise, no toilet and little food and air.
The prison, which closed in 1971, is considered by several sources to be one of the
most haunted places in America. It has been featured on the Travel Channel's Ghost
Adventures and Most Haunted Live, Syfy's Ghost Hunters and MTV's Fear. Dozens of
paranormal researchers visit every year and report that it's a hub of otherworldly activity. Perhaps most convincingly, there are the stories of eerie experiences by visitors,
staff, guards and inmates that have corroborated each other since the 1940s.
Cellblock 12 is known for echoing voices and cackling; Cellblock 6 for shadowy figures
darting along the walls; Cellblock 4 for visions of ghostly faces. Many people have reported seeing a silhouette of a guard in one of the towers. Footsteps. Wails. Whispers.
The same stories, over and over again.
One of the most legendary tales comes from Gary Johnson, who helps maintain the
crumbling old locks at the prison. In the early 1990s, he had just opened an old lock in
Cellblock 4 when he says a force gripped him so tightly that he was unable to move.
He described a negative, horrible energy that exploded out of the cell. He said tormented faces appeared on the cell walls and that one form in particular beckoned to
him.
But tour guide Ben Bookman says the staff does not like to exploit the prison's darker
image. "Most people making TV shows come in looking for ghosts. That's not the story
we tell. Inmates were real people. These were people's lives. Seventy-thousand people
spent time here. We're not going to glorify it, and we're not going to make fun of it."
Perhaps hauntings are a self-fulfilling prophecy — if you want to have a haunted experience, your imagination just might make sure you do. Certainly there are thousands of visitors who say they've experienced no odd feelings, no sudden chills, no
strange sounds, no apparitions. And yet there are plenty who say they have.
What do you want to believe?

Just For Fun!

Arkansas Paranormal Investigations
Please feel free to visit our website for more information about requesting an investigation or
joining the group.
www.paranormalbeliever.com
To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here.
Questions or comments? E-mail us at apighosthunter@gmail.com.
Contributors
Alan Silva—Founder
Michelle Young—API Administrator/Team Leader/Multimedia specialist
Carol Martindale—Investigator/Researcher/writer

